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Abstract—Volume of web pages and information on the web is constantly increasing. In this paper, we presented a system to retrieve pages relevant to a query, that can be used by the search engines. The design of our proposed system, content, Page content of neighbors, Connectivity (link analysis) features were used and the methods of fuzzy Sugeno and adaptive fuzzy neural network methods considered. Results showed that the neural method, the error is less than other methods, in the retrieval of web pages tailored to the users search query on the Web, can increase the efficiency of search engines.

Index Terms—Web pages retrieval, adaptive neuro fuzzy, search engines.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of computer and Internet is searching large volumes of pages, and information retrieval researchers and computer users. Most people use searching through a query search engines like Google use. The volumes of information available on the Internet are increasing every moment. Members looking for useful information on the mass are important for search engines to provide useful information to users, often. In Search engines the main challenge is determine relevant documents and irrelevant to the query.

Search engine benefit from spiders such as Web robots, using different algorithm to retrieve Web pages relevant to a specific domain. Filtering methods are divided into four categories:

1. Determine the relevance of a Web page to a subject manually by experts [1].
2. Suitability of a web page to a specific topic, the number of occurrences of keywords [2].
3. TFIDF (term frequency inverse document frequency) is computed based on a lexicon [3].
4. Text classification methods that applied to web pages[4].

Web page filtering can be pragmatic in search engines and Web applications such as Web content management. Event spamming circumfuse on web pages, after email. Result of web spamming is decrease quality for search engine. Thus, it wasteful pages indexed in the search engines and query processing cost increases[5].This is a challenge for servers, provide the appropriate information to Internet users based on the content and links of web pages. This article is motivated by designing a neural fuzzy system in order to accurately retrieve Web pages, according to Internet users' queries.

The aim of this study is to examine and discuss about the web pages retrieval system, this paper attempts to optimize the web pages retrieval algorithm. The paper is organized in five sections. After the introduction in Section I, Section II which also introduces the related works of web pages filtering. Section II continues with Adaptive neuro fuzzy models for proposed system and examples in section III. Section IV and V presents the results, conclusions of the research. The paper ends with a list of references.

II. WORK HISTORY

Google scholar is a search engine that use for researcher. Google Scholar Citation is the highest factor in the retrieval process and the incidence of a search word in an article’s title to have a potent impact on the article’s ranking[6].Rongmei Li be evolved clicked pages from clicked domains In order to improve the efficiency of Web information retrieval[9].

Hema Dubey, B. N. Roy offer a new page rank algorithm base on mean page ranks and reduces algorithm complexity[10].Bhamidipati, et all introduce the score fusion technique and apply when two pages
have same ranking[11]. Sharma, et all were compared Different methods for ranking web pages with different algorithms[12].

Minnie, et al have implemented Links Algorithm and other algorithms[13]. the result is retrieved If an exact match occurs, otherwise not. Qiu, Hemmje, et al offer page filtering system based on page links, information’s page links for improve search query algorithms[14].

In [15] report a machine-learning-based method that mix Web content and structure analysis. They display each Web page by a set of content-based and link-based features. They were used type of neural networks Namely support vector machine and compare their proposed method with two existing web page filtering methods — a keyword-based method and a lexicon-based method and results perform better.

Scarselli, et al have introduced a machine learning type for web spam discovery based on Graph Neural Networks PM-GraphSOMs. they use Link-based(Degree-related measures, PageRank, TrustRank, Truncated PageRank, Estimation of supporters) and Content-based features(Fraction of anchor text, Fraction of visible text, Compression rate, Corpus precision and corpus recall, Query precision and query recall, Independent trigram likelihood, Entropy of trigrams) in your proposed system[5]. They were appraise their system into a training data (8339 pages) and a test data (1851 pages) from WEBSPAM-UK2006 dataset. The results show that the optimization of their method.

Khokale, et al all offered a Web information retrieval with Fuzzy logic. In the proposed system, page Rank Score, Normalized Hub Score, Normalized Authority Score as inputs, and outputs related Document and Non-related Document, had been considered. In these system, would improve imprecise query users using fuzzy inference systems and increase the efficiency of search engines[16].

III. METHOD AND MODEL

Soft computing are included, different types of neural networks, fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms, etc that in information retrieval applications. Fuzzy theory was developed by Zadeh[17], a new intelligent method stated To solve different problems than the old calculations. Chau, & Chen have been identified 14 features be used as the input values for svm neural network[8].

We have considered page content, Page content of neighbors, Connectivity (link analysis) features to filter out Web pages as input to the web page filter proposed system. Then these features were fuzzy, In order to determine the exact number of categories correct, relevant pages with queries.

A. Fuzzy Page content

Page content feature is dependent on the title, TFIDF factors of web page. Title(p) is determined by count of words in the title of page p discover in the domain lexicon and TFIDF(p) Meaning summarize of TFIDF of the words in page p discover in the domain lexicon[3].mamdani Fuzzy systems to calculate the exact value for page content is shown(Fig. 1).

Input variables Title(p), TFIDF(p) are given in the range 0 to 1 after the change of scale, we consider Three linguistic variables are low, average, high, with triangular membership functions for the variables (Fig. 2). Fuzzy rules is presented in Fig. 3, to determine the exact amount of fuzzy page content value by experts working.

B. Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbors

Due to the hierarchical tree structure in architecture of web pages, neighbors Web pages for a Web page have a very important role in retrieving a web page. Page content of neighbors feature is dependent on the InTitle(p), InTFIDF(p), OutTitle(p), OutTFIDF(p), SiblingTitle(p), SiblingTFIDF(p) factors of web page p[19]:

- InTitle(p) Is determined by medium count of words i.
- N title of page z discover in the domain lexicon .
- InTFIDF(p) Is determined by medium summarize of TFIDF of the words in Page r discover in the domain lexicon) for all incoming Pages r of p.
- OutTFIDF(p) Is determined by medium summarize of TFIDF of the words in Page j discover in the domain lexicon) for all outgoing Pages j of p.
- OutTitle(p) Is determined by medium count of words in title of page t discover in the domain lexicon for all outgoing pages t of p
- SiblingTitle(p) Is determined by medium count of words in title of page w discover in the domain lexicon for all sibling pages w of p.
- Sibling TFIDF(p) Is determined by medium summarize of TFIDF of the words in Page u discover in the domain lexicon) for all sibling Pages u of p.

The mamdani Fuzzy systems to compute the exact score for Fuzzy Page content of neighbors is shown(Fig. 4).Input variables are given in the range 0 to 1 after the change of scale. we consider Three linguistic variables are low, average, high, with triangular membership functions for the six input variables (Fig. 5). Fuzzy rules is introduced in Fig. 6, in order to the exact amount of fuzzy Page content of neighbors score by experts working. As an example rule : if InTitle(p) is average, InTFIDF(p) is low, OutTitle(p) is average, OutTFIDF(p) is low, SiblingTitle(p) is low, SiblingTFIDF(p) is low then Fuzzy Page content of neighbours is low.
Fig. 1. Fuzzy Page Content Score

Fig. 2. Fuzzy Input Variable for Page Content

Fig. 3. Fuzzy Rules for Fuzzy Page Content Value

1. If (Title(p) is low) and (TFIDF(p) is low) then (fuzzy_Page_content is low) (1)
2. If (Title(p) is low) and (TFIDF(p) is average) then (fuzzy_Page_content is average) (1)
3. If (Title(p) is low) and (TFIDF(p) is high) then (fuzzy_Page_content is high) (1)
4. If (Title(p) is average) and (TFIDF(p) is low) then (fuzzy_Page_content is low) (1)
5. If (Title(p) is average) and (TFIDF(p) is average) then (fuzzy_Page_content is average) (1)
6. If (Title(p) is average) and (TFIDF(p) is high) then (fuzzy_Page_content is high) (1)
7. If (Title(p) is high) and (TFIDF(p) is low) then (fuzzy_Page_content is low) (1)
8. If (Title(p) is high) and (TFIDF(p) is average) then (fuzzy_Page_content is average) (1)
9. If (Title(p) is high) and (TFIDF(p) is high) then (fuzzy_Page_content is high) (1)
Fig. 4. Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbor’s Value

Fig. 5. Fuzzy Input Variable for Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbors Value

Fig. 6. Fuzzy Rules for Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbors Value
C. Fuzzy Connectivity (link analysis)

Connectivity feature make a huge impact on category pages are appropriate for a search query. The connectivity feature influenced from Hub(p), Authority(p), PageRank(p), Inlinks(p), Outlinks(p), Anchor(p) factors. How to calculate these factors is given below[18].

- **Hub(p)** Is determined by Hub score for page p computed by the HITS algorithm
- **Authority(p)** Is determined by Authority score for page p computed by the HITS algorithm
- **PageRank(p)** Is determined by PageRank score for page p
- **Inlinks(p)** Is determined by count of incoming links pointing to p
- **Outlinks(p)** Is determined by count of outgoing links from p
- **Anchor(p)** Is determined by count of works in the anchor texts explaining page p discover in the domain lexicon

The mamdani Fuzzy systems to estimate the exact score for Fuzzy Connectivity is shown(Fig. 7). After calculating the above-mentioned factors Input variables are given in the range 0 to 1 after the change of scale. Again we consider Three linguistic variables are low, average, high, with triangular membership functions for the six input variables (Fig. 8). Fuzzy rules is introduced in Fig. 9, in order to the exact amount of fuzzy connectivity score by experts working. As an example rule if Hub(p) is low, Authority(p) is low, PageRank(p) is low, Inlinks(p) is low, Outlinks(p) is low, Anchor(p) is low then Fuzzy connectivity is low.

![Diagram](image1)

**Fig. 7. Fuzzy Connectivity Value**

![Diagram](image2)

**Fig. 8. Fuzzy Input Variable for Fuzzy Connectivity Value**
D. Proposed system with fuzzy sugeno

After the calculation Fuzzy content page, fuzzy Page content of neighbours, fuzzy Connectivity (link analysis) of the fuzzy method, we applied them Sugeno fuzzy systems(Fig. 10). We considered three linguistic variables are low, average, high, with triangular membership functions. For each input three variables (Fig. 11). Fuzzy rules is introduced in Fig. 12, in order to the exact value of fuzzy web pages filter based on sugeno by experts working. As an example rule if Fuzzy content page is average and fuzzy Page content of neighbours is average and fuzzy Connectivity (link analysis) is average then fuzzy relevant web pages is yes.
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E. Proposed system with anfis

ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System) is based sugeno (Jang, Sun & Mizutani, 1997; Jang & Sun, 1995). A generic rule in a Sugeno fuzzy pattern has the form If Input 1 = x and Input 2 = y, then Output is z = ax + by + c. Fig. 13 explain the anfis neural network [20,21]. In Fig. 13 first layer are the degree of membership of linguistic variables, The second layer is ‘rules layer’. After the linear composition of rules at third layer then specify the degree of belonging to a special class by Sigmoid function in layer 4. ANFIS is a type of fuzzy neural network with a learning algorithm based on a set of training data for tuning an available rule base that permit the rule base to reconcile the training data[7].

We have applied the Fuzzy content page, fuzzy Page content of neighbors, fuzzy Connectivity (link analysis) entries to ANFIS the given training data, the related rules is set, and obtain more accurate output (Fig. 14).

Fig.13. Adaptive Neuro fuzzy Network (anfis)
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implement and test our proposed system in MATLAB version 7.12 on 1320 web page documents. As shown in Fig. 15 when the title \( p = 0.323 \), TFIDF \( p = 0.283 \), the Fuzzy page content, 0.439 respectively (Fig. 15). Surface View plot for fuzzy page content, title \( p \), TFIDF \( p \) is shown in Fig. 16.

In proposed system for Fuzzy Page content of neighbours when the InTitle\(_{p}\) =0.506, InTFIDF\(_{p}\) =0.529, OutTitle\(_{p}\)=0.238, OutTFIDF\(_{p}\) =0.378, SiblingTitle\(_{p}\)=0.343, SiblingTFIDF\(_{p}\) =0.335 then Fuzzy Page content of neighbours =0.488(Fig. 17). Surface View plot is shown in Fig. 18 for fuzzy page content of neighbours, InTitle\(_{p}\), OutTitle\(_{p}\).
Fig. 17. The Exact Amount of Proposed System for Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbors

Fig. 18. Surface View Plot for Fuzzy Page Content of Neighbors

Fig. 19. The Exact Amount Of Proposed System For Fuzzy Page Connectivity
In proposed system for Fuzzy connectivity the Hub(p) =0.192, Authority(p) =0.773, PageRank(p)=0.203, Inlinks(p)=0.297, Outlinks(p) =0.238, Anchor(p)=0.253 then Fuzzy connectivity is 0.491(Fig. 19). Surface View plot Is shown in Fig. 20 for fuzzy connectivity, Hub(p), Inlinks(p).

![Fig 20. Surface View Plot for Fuzzy Connectivity](image)

In Anfis proposed system was considered a database of 1320 web page documents, In order to train and test the fuzzy neural network. After calculate 3 Features described above for 1320 web page documents, 1100 web page Was considered for train Anfis(Fig.21) and 220 web page Was Allocated to Test system. After setting network parameters to generate fis =grid partition, train fis epochs=30 Rmse(Root mean squared errors ) for training data Obtained 0.088(Fig. 22).

After completing the process the training adaptive fuzzy neural network, fuzzy input variables were calibrated (Fig.s 23,24,25), and the number 220 web page was to test the system Rmse error value of 0.079 was obtained for test data (Fig.26).In the Fig.s 27,28 As shown Predicted, actual outputs and errors for test data with propose anfis system.

![Fig.21. Train Data for Proposed Anfis System](image)
Fig. 22. Calculate RMSE for Train Data with Proposed Anfis System

Fig. 23. Input Variable Fuzzy Membership for Proposed Anfis Filter System before Calibrate
Fig. 24. Input Variable Fuzzy Membership for Proposed ANFIS Filter System after Calibrate

Fig. 25. Input Variable Fuzzy Membership for Proposed ANFIS System Before, After Calibrate
Fig.26. Calculate RMSE for test data with proposed Anfis system

Fig.27. Predicted and Actual Outputs for Anfis System

Fig.28. Errors for Outputs with Anfis System
In the fuzzy proposed system using Sugeno per fuzzy page content=0.439, fuzzy page of neighbours=0.488, fuzzy connectivity=0.491 value of fuzzy relevant 1 respectively (Fig. 29). Surface View plot for fuzzy relevant, fuzzy page connectivity, fuzzy page content in Fig. 30. After applying 220 data pages corresponding test data error value of 0.861 was calculated (Fig.31) but anfis 0.079
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper we show a method to retrieve Web pages, according to a query search engine. We have considered content, pages neighbours and links features. After the phase fuzzifying, we present, two Sugeno fuzzy systems and neural fuzzy systems Anfis for web page retrieval.

the accuracy of the proposed system can be enhanced by Increasing the number of training data. Given that Anfis system error was less (Rmse=0.079), We believe that our proposed system can be used as an expert system to retrieve Web pages relevant to the query used by the search engines and web content management.

Another method of classification such as svm, other properties related Web pages, variety of inputs and changes in the membership function of the membership functions can be considered as a future research work.
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